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i. INTRODUCTION 
We shall investigate the existence of almost periodic solutions of the following equation 
~(t) : A(t ,  x ( t ) )x ( t )  + f (t, x (t - ~0 , . . .  , z  (t - ~q)), (1) 
where t • R, A E C(_R x R'~;Rn), and A( t ,x ( t ) )  is almost periodic in t uniformly on x, 
time delays ~-i (1 < i < q) are nonnegative constants, f ( t ,¢ l , . . . ,¢q)  : R x R nxq ---* !R ~ is a 
bounded continuous function and almost periodic in t uniformly on ¢ = (¢1, ¢2, . . . ,  tq). Let 
~- = max{T1, ~-2,.--, Tq}. The initial condition for system (1) is given by 
x(t)  = ¢(~), t • [-7, 0], (2) 
where ¢ is a continuous function on [--T, 0]. 
Recently, Gopalsamy and Trofimchuk [1] investigated the existence of almost periodic solutions 
of the following scalar delay differential equation 
x'(~) : -~( t )x ( t )  + ; ( t ) f (x ( t  - 7)). (3) 
Based on the fact that system (3) with w = 0 has a unique almost periodic positive globally 
attractive solution and this attractivity will be preserved for small w > 0, the authors derived 
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some sufficient conditions for the existence and global attractivity of almost periodic solution, 
which are independent of the delay ~- > 0. Using the exponential dichotomy theory together with 
usual positivity arguments, Liz and Trofimchuk [2] obtained some easily verifiable conditions for 
the existence and global asymptotical stability of almost periodic solutions to systems of delay 
differential equations 
u'(t) = -Au(t )  + Wg (t, ut) + f(t), (4) 
where A, W are constant matrices and f(t) is almost periodic function, g(t, ¢) is almost periodic 
in t uniformly on ¢ from bounded subsets of C = C([-h, 0], Rn). Kato and Imai [3] discussed 
the existence of almost periodic solutions for some nondelayed systems by means of dissipative 
type condition. For other work dealing with similar problems, we can refer to [4,5]. For general 
theory of almost periodic function and the existence of almost periodic solutions of ordinary or 
delay differential equations, we can also refer to [6-11]. In this paper, we study the existence of 
almost periodic solutions of system (1)by using exponential dichotomy together with fixed-point 
theorem. A set of sufficient conditions to guarantee the existence of almost periodic solutions of 
system (1) is obtained. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let A T denote the transpose of A. 
DEFINITION 1. H(t) is said to be a proper matrix if it is symmetric, bounded, and continuously 
differentiable nonsingular matt/x, moreover, the absolute values of the eigenvalues of H(t) are 
larger than a positive constant #. 
LEMMA 1. For the system 
~(t) = A(t, z(t))z(t), (5) 
where A(t, z(t) ) is a continuous real almost periodic matrix. If there exists a proper matr/x H(t) 
such that, for any z(t), all the eigenvalues ;~i(t, x(t)) of the matrix M(t, z(t)) = H(t)A(t, z(t)) + 
AT(t ,z(t))H(t)  + [-I(t) are smaller than zero, that is, ~(t ,x(t ) )  < a(t) < -5  < O. Then for any 
continuous reM almost periodic function u(t ) : R --~ R n, the following system 
2(t) = A(t, u(t))x(t) (6) 
has an exponential dichotomy on R. Namely, the fundamental matrix X~ ( t ) of system (6) satisfies 
IIx (t)px l(s)ll ~/3exp(-a(t - s)) (t > s), 
[Ix (t)(z - P )X j i ( s ) [ I  </3exp(- (s - t)) (s > t), 
where a and/3 both are positive constants, P is a projection, that is, a matrix such that P = p2. 
PROOF. Since H(t) is a bounded and symmetric matrix, let ]Ill(t)][ < 7. Considering a quadratic- 
type function V(t, x(t)) = xT(t)H(t)x(t), we have 
IV(t,x(t))l <_ 7Ix(t)] 2, t E R. (7) 
Let x(t) = x(t; to, xo) denote a solution passed through (to, x0) of the system (6), we obtain 
V(t, x(t) ) = xT (t)AT (t, u(t) )H(t)x(t) + xT (t)H(t)A(t, u(t))x(t) + xT (t)I-l(t)x(t) 
= [H(t)A(t, u(t)) + AT(t, u(t))H(t) +/:/(t)] Iz(t) l (S) 
I 
<_ a(t)lz(t)l 2, t e R. 
Without loss of generality, let H(t) have k-eigenvalues )~i and (n-k)-eigenvalues Xj, )~i _< -/~ < 0 
and ~j > # > 0, i = 1,2 . . . .  , k; j = k + 1, k + 2, . . . ,  n, then there exist subspaces V1 and V~ such 
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that the space R ~ is decomposed into a direct sum of the two subspaces, namely, R ~ = "/1 @ V2. 
Then, 
v(t,~o) < - ,  I.ol ~ , xo e v~ (9) 
and 
y (t, so) ~ ~ I~ol 2 , xo E g~, (lO) 
If x0 E V1, then from (8), we know that any solution x(t) = x(t; to, xo) of system (6) satisfies 
v( t ,  x(t))  _< v (to, xo) _< -~ Ixol 2 , t _> to. (11) 
Now we select the sequence {t,~},t,~ C R such that t,~ -+ -oo  as m --~ +oc. Let U,~ = 
Xjl(t,~)Vz, where Xu(t) is the fundamental matrix of system (6), and satisfies X~(0) = I. 
Then, U,~ is a k-dimensional subspace. Let ~,{2m,. . .  ,{k m denote an orthogonal basis of Um 
which is composed by unit vectors. Suppose that ~ --* {i as m --+ +oo for every i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, 
then {1,~2,. . . ,{k are orthogonal unit vectors. Let xi(t) denote the solutions of system (6) 
satisfying the initial condition xi(0) = ~,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  k, then the solutions xi(t), x2(t) , . . . ,  xk(t) 
are linearly independent. Consider a nontrival linear combination of xl(t),x2(t),.. . ,xk(t) as 
follows 
x(t) = C~lxl(t) + a2x2(t) + ' "  q- ~kxk(t) (12) 
and iet x,~(t) be a solution of system (6) satisfying x,~(0) = a l{~ + a2{2~ +. . -  + ak{~, then 
x.~(t) ~ x(t) as rn ~ oo. Since Xm(O) e U~ and X~(0) = I, thus, 
Xm (tin) = Xu (tm) Xul(O)xm(O) = Xu (tm) 2Cm(O) E V1. (13) 
From (11), for any t _ t,~, we have 
V (t, xm(t)) <_ -> Ix.~ (t.~)l 2 , (14) 
letting m --+ +~,  it can be obtained that V(t, x(t)) < 0 for any t E R. This implies that there 
is a k-dimensional subspace M1 such that V(t, x(t)) < 0 as x(t) C M1 for any t E R. Obviously, 
from the definition of V(t, x(t)), when x(t) E Ms, we can obtain 
v(t, x(t)) < -~lx(t) p. (15) 
Noting a(t) < 0 and V(t, x(t)) < 0 as x(t) e 2141, from (r) and (8), we get 
<_ a(t)lx(t)l 2 <_ a(t)lv(t,x(t)) I = a(t)V(t,z(t)), (16) l/(t,z(t)) .y .y 
for x(t) C MI, integrating (16) from s to t, for t > s, we have 
v(t, ~(t)) <_ ~-(~/~)s: ~(~)~vv(s, x(s)) (17) 
or  
IV(t, z(t))[ ~ e -(1/'y) jt a(v)dvIv(8 ' x(8))l. 
Combining (7), (15), and (18), we obtain 
Ix(t)?>_ IV(t,x(t))l >__ e-(~/~) z"{')~' lV( , ,x(~)) l  
"/ "T 
#e_(1/~, ) re, a(v)dv 
"5' "T 
t>s ,  
(18) 
(19) 
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namely, 
r ' - -  
]x(s)l <__ i~e  -(~/2~)(t-~)lx(t)l, 
Similarly, for s >_ t, we have 
t>_s. (20) 
/V  
[x(t)l <_ ~/-~e-(~/2"~)(~-~)[x(s)l, s > t. (21) 
It is easy to see that there exists a (n-k)-dimensional  subspace M2 of R ~ satisfying M1AM2 = {0} 
and M1 tO M2 = R ~, such that for x(t) E M2, we have 
Ix(t)l _< ~/~e-(~/2~)(~-~)lx(s)l, t _> s. (22) 
v t ~ 
Since A(t, u(t)) is a continuous real almost periodic matrix, then there is a constant m > 0 such 
that m = suPteH [IA(t, u(t))[I and for the fundamental matrix Xu(t) of system (6) the inequality 
I[x~(t)x:l(~)l l  < e~(~-~), t > ~ (23) 
holds. From Coppel [12], system (6) has an exponential dichotomy. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
3. MAIN  RESULT  
THEOREM 1. Consider the following system 
= d(t,  x(t))x(t) + f (t, x (t - r J ,  x (t - T2), . . .  ,x (t - %)) .  (24) 
Suppose that 
(i) there are a proper matrix H(t) and a continuous real almost periodic function ~(t) 
such that, for any x(t), the eigenvalues Ai(t,x(t)) of the symmetric matrix M(t ,x ( t ) )  = 
H(t)A(t ,  x(t)) + AT(t, x(t))H(t)  + H(t) satisfy 
A i ( t ,x ( t ) )~a( t )~- -5<O,  tCR ( i= l ,2 , . . . ,n )  (25) 
(ii) f(t ,  ¢1, . . . ,  l~q) : R x R nxq --+ R n is a continuous real almost periodic function in t 
uniformly on I~ = (¢1 ,  ~)2 ,  • • • , ~q), and satisfies 
sup Hf(t,z)[I < +o~, (26) 
(t,z)ER~×q+ 1 
then there exists an almost periodic solution of system (24). 
PROOF. Let a set B = {u(t) : u(t) be any continuous real almost periodic function}, in which 
the norm is defined as [lu][ = supteR lu(t)]. Note that u(t) is a continuous real almost periodic 
function, so u(t) is bounded and (B, [[-H) is a Banach space. Since sup(t,~)cH~×~+, ]if(t, z)ll < +oo, 
we can select a positive constant R0 such that ( l /R0) sup(t,~)eR~×~+~ IIf(t, z)]l <_ a/2fl. Construct 
a closed convex subset of B aS follows: 
Bo = {u(t):  u(t) E B, HuN <_ R0}. 
For any u(t) C Bo, consider the inhomogenous system as follows: 
~c(t) = A(t, u(t) )x(t) + f (t, u (t - r J  , . . . , u (t - rq) ) . (27) 
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Since u(t) ~ Bo, this means that u(t) is bounded. According to Condition (i), the system 
5c = A(t, u(t))x(t) 
has an exponential dichotomy on R. Moreover, u(t) is an almost periodic function, from the 
definition of an almost periodic function, for any e > O, there exists a positive number L(e) such 
that any interval of length L(e) contains an r for which lu(t + r) -u( t ) l  < e(t E R). Let t = t -  r~, 
then from t E R, we have t c R, and, [u( t -  rl + r) - u ( t -  n) l  = lu( ~+ r) - u(t)l < ~(t E R). 
This means that u(t - ~-1) is an almost periodic function. In the same way, we know that 
u(t - 7~) (i = 2, 3 , . . . ,  q) still are almost periodic functions• From Yoshizawa [10, Theorem 2.7], 
system (27) is an almost periodic system. From Lemma 1 and Coppel [12, Proposition 8.2], there 
exists an almost periodic solution of system (27) as follows: 
f x~(t) = X~(t )PX~l (s ) f ( s ,u (s -T1) , . . . ,u (s  - 'Q) )ds  oo  
- X~( t ) ( I -P )X j l ( s ) f ( s ,u (s - r l ) , . . . ,u (S - rq ) )  ds. 
(2s) 
Note that 
r t  
Ix~(t)[ = . /_~ X~(t )PX~t(s ) f  (s, u (s - r l ) , . . .  ,u (s - rq)) ds 
/t  +°° ds - Xu( t ) ( I -P )X~l (s ) f ( s ,u (s -~ l ) , . . . ,u (s -Tq) )  
! ( L  /3exp(-a(t- s))ds ÷ f+°°~exp(-a(s-t))ds) 






This means that x~(t) E Bo. Now we define a mapping T : Bo -* Bo, Tu = x~. Suppose that the 
sequence {u~(t)} C Bo, ITun(t)l _< R0 (n -= 1, 2, . . .  ) and Tu,~(t) = x~( t )  satisfy 
dx~ (t) = A (t, un(t)) x~ (t) + f (t, u~ (t - rl) . . ,  u~ (t - ~-q)) 
dt ~ '" 
(30) 
then, we obtain 
[ dx~ (t) I. where M = supteRd~(t)l<_R o [IA(t,u~(t))[[• This means that ~ dt j is uniformly bounded• 
Thus, {x~ (t)} is also uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. From Ascoli's theorem, there is a 
subsequence {x~ k (t)} of {x=~(t)} such that the subsequence {x~ (t)} uniformly converges in 
any compact set of R. Therefore, from {xu=k (t)} = {Tu~ k(t)}, the sequence {Tu~ k(t)} is also 
uniformly convergent in R. 
Next, we shall prove that T is a continuous mapping. Suppose that the sequence {u~(t)} C B0, 
and u~(t) -~ u(t), then X~,~(t) ~ X~(t) uniformly converges in any compact set of R, where 
X~ (t) is the fundamental matrix of the following linear system 
2 = A (t, u=(t)) x(t). (32) 
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Since the fundamental matrix X~ (t) satisfies the exponential dichotomy, therefore, the following 
infinity integral 
' _x=~(t )PX j~(s ) f  (s, un (s - r l ) , . . .  ,un (s - 7.q)) ds 
oo 
and 
/ +~ x~o (t)(z - P )x~2 (~)f (,, ~n (, - q ) , . . . ,  ~n(s - 7.~)) ds 
are uniformly convergent in n. From Coppel [12] and 
? ~(t )  = x~, ( t )Px~J ( , ) f  (~, ~n (~ - 7 .~) , . . . ,  ~n (~ - 7.~)) d~ 
c~ (aa) 
- X~(t)( I - -P)X~(s)f (~,~n(~--7.1) , . . . ,~,~(~--7.~))  d~, 
we know that {x~ (t)} uniformly converges to x~(t), namely, Tun --* Tu. Thus, T is a continuous 
mapping. From the well-known Schauder's fixed-point theorem, there is a fixed point of T, 
namely, there is a u E B0 such that Tu = u. This means that there exists an almost periodic 
solution of system (24). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
REMARK. Theorem 1extended Fink's corresponding result in time delay [8]. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following system 
1 cost - ~x 2 (;) 
+ 
2 COS (t -t- X (t --  7" 1)) 
s in  (y (t -- 7.1)) sint 
1 2 1 1 - ~ cos (tv) + ~ oos v~t / 
l+~s in  t+~cost+~ ] 
x 2 (t - 7.2) s in  1rt 
i + x 2 (t - 7.2) ) 1 
oos (t + y (t -- 7.2)) 
where 7.1 and 7.2 are positive constants. 
0 tem (34). Indeed, take H(t) = (~ -1/2), let X = ( x y ), from 
I 1 2 I 1 1 asin~t__~cost 12  1 -~cos( ty )+~eosv~t  
3 2 1 121  1 cos v~t 1 + ~ sin t + ~ cos t + ~= ] 1-  cos2(ty) + 
we have 
M (t, X v) = H(t)A (t, X -r) + A T (t, X T) H(t) + [-I(t) 
3 1 1 (1  1 ) - -1 -~s in2t -~cost - - l x  2 ~ 1-  cos2(ty)+ cosv~t 
1( . 1 
I - ~ ~ 4 ~ cos t -  ~_~2 
The two eigenvalues ~I and A2 of the matrix M(t,  X T) are as follows 
A1,2~--- ~ --2 l+~sin2t+~eost+ x 2 4- 4 l+~sin t+-~cost+Ix 2 2
I cos t+Ix2  2 1 1 2 -4  l+3s in2t+~ -~ 1 -~cos  (ty)+ /cosV~t 







Then there exists an almost periodic solution of sys- 
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It is easy to know that the function 
1 cos(t + x(t  - 71) ) 
f t, ( t -7 -1 )  y(t-r2)] = sin (y (t - 7-1)) sin t 
x2 ( t - 7-2 ) sin Trt ) 
1 + x 2 (t - 7-2) 
1 
cos  (t + y (t  - 
is bounded. From Theorem 1, there exists an almost periodic solution of system (34). 
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